The brief review of methods used for estimating the target state in single and multi-sensor bearing only tracking (BOT) is presented in this paper. It deals with the target state estimation using bearing only measurements. BOT is difficult because of its poor observability in target state and nonlinearity in measurements. The complete survey is done on existing techniques, involved to overcome the difficulties caused by BOT. Here, the target tracking scenarios are divided into three different categories based on the nature of target motion and the number of target and sensors involved. The existing techniques involved are reviewed in detail. Finally the future trends for BOT are also discussed.
Introduction
BOT has been an active research area for several years due to the challenges involved in it [2, 4] . It is the widely used method in many applications like radar, sonar based navigation, underwater, space surveillance, ballistic trajectory estimation, submarine tracking using passive sonar, infrared (IR) sensors, wireless sensor networks and missile guidance [3, 50, 65, 15, 29, 41] . BOT involves estimating the target state from noisy bearing measurements [83, 87, 10, 105] .
The issue of poor observability caused due to BOT was reduced by taking an appropriate ownship maneuver and its dynamics should be higher degree than that of the target's dynamics to gain the observability of target state [68, 30, 31, 19] . The necessary conditions for observability of target state were derived and discussed in [21, 51, 85, 68, 30] . Using the bearing measurements there exist many techniques to estimate the target state [45, 53] . If the measurements are linear, then basic Kalman filter is sufficient to estimate the target state [1, 23] . If it is nonlinear, then special care has to be taken to linearize the nonlinear measurements. Thus for nonlinear measurements, different types of algorithms are available in the literature and are broadly classified into two types namely: batch processing and recursive Bayesian processing [28, 77] . In batch processing technique, set of measurements are considered for state estimation. On the other hand in recursive Bayesian method, each measurement is processed at a time recursively. Later one is suitable for most of real time systems due to its fast convergence [3, 45] . But choosing different algorithms not only depends on the target motion but also based on the scenarios. Thus in this paper we have considered three category to review the techniques. First two categories are based on the target motion (constant velocity or constant acceleration) when there exist the single target and single ownship and third category is the extension of first two category when there exist multiple target and multiple ownship in the scenario.
Category 1: Constant velocity target with maneuvering ownship
In this category, both batch processing and recursive Bayesian approach can be used for the state estimation. Some of batch processing algorithms include maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, pseudo-linear (PL) estimator, batch-recursive estimator, batch maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator [45, 37, 52] . Since recursive Bayesian approach is best suited for real time scenario, most of the time, this approach is preferred than batch processing. The most widely used recursive Bayesian filter for nonlinear measurements is an Extended Kalman filter formulated in Cartesian coordinates (EKF-Cart) [4, 23] . The limitations in EKF-Cart leads to the formulation of modified spherical coordinates (EKF-MSC) [86] and log spherical coordinate (EKF-LSC) [2] . Other types of Kalman filters like Modified gain Extended Kalman filter (MGEKF) [6] and Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) can also be used for the nonlinear measurements. Other than this, some of the researchers recommended Particle filter (PF), Particle flow filter (PFF), pseudo linear Kalman filter (PLKF), and any of the nonlinear filters with multiple model approach (MM) [80, 26] . The review of all these methods, their advantages and disadvantages are discussed briefly in section 2.
Category 2: Constant acceleration target with maneuvering ownship
This category deals with the techniques involved in estimating the state of maneuvering target. Since batch processing cannot manage the target maneuvers, it is rarely recommended [7, 45] . Hence, the most widely used technique is Interactive Multiple Model (IMM) along with nonlinear filters [65, 45] . It works by switching between multiple dynamic models according to the target maneuver [78, 71] . Depending upon the situation any one of the nonlinear filters mentioned in category 1 may be used along with IMM [78, 65, 71] . More detailed explanation of the techniques involved are reviewed briefly in section 3.
Category 3: Multiple moving targets with multiple ownships (maneuvering/non-maneuvering target)
This category review the techniques involved in multiple moving targets with multiple sensors (ownship) irrespective of the target motion. Since multiple sensors are involved, observability is not a major issue [88, 99] . But tracking a particular target in a multiple moving target scenario makes the process complicated. Because, target detection by each sensor will be independent and the measurements are observed at random times, ambiguity may occur whether the observed data may originate from the target being tracked or from the clutter or any new target [64, 35] . This will lead to the problem of measurement origin uncertainty [81] . To resolve these issues, batch processing algorithms like Maximum likelihood (ML) estimator and ML probabilistic data association (ML-PDA) are used. Since the batch processing techniques may not be applicable for scenarios involving three or more targets, the recursive algorithms are proposed that can integrate the received information from different sensors to identify the number of targets and its location in the surveillance region [88, 81] . The recursive algorithms include Multiframe assignment algorithm (MFA), Multi-target Multi-scan algorithm and Multiple hypotheses tracking (MHT) algorithm [81, 64, 32] . Each of these methods uses nonlinear filters mentioned in category 1 to estimate the target state. The more detailed explanations are given in section 4.
In forthcoming sections this paper presents the complete survey on evolution of different algorithms applied to estimate the target state in BOT for the above mentioned three categories.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the brief review of the techniques involved in category 1. Section 3 concentrates the evolution of the techniques involved in state estimation for category 2. Similarly, section 4 reviews the techniques involved in category 3. Finally section 5, gives the conclusion and future work. • MLE -Maximum Likelihood estimate Fig.2 . Maneuvering patterns of ownship to track single target when it is moving at constant velocity (Courtesy [2] , [21] , [56] , [31] ). Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of various techniques used for category 1. Fig. 2 illustrates the different ownship maneuvering patterns to gain the observability of the target moving with constant velocity. For this category if the ownship does not move and change its velocity to take a maneuver, there will not be a relative velocity between the target and ownship. The relative motion between the target and ownship at each time will just be a linear trajectory with the fixed angle of arrival [106] . Hence the system will be unobservable, the relative position and velocity of target will not be determined. Thus the ownship takes different maneuver to gain observability in range and target state [62, 24, 58] as shown in Fig.2 . Following sections briefs the different techniques used for target state estimation in air space application and satellite application.
Air space applications:
BOT is widely used in air space applications for tracking aircrafts, ballistic trajectory tracking and satellite tracking. The techniques used in literature are explained briefly in the upcoming subsections.
Target state estimation
The observability requirements for BOT in air space are derived and explained briefly in [75, 30, 21, 85] . Same analysis for linear discrete time BOT is explained in [56] . It is a direct approach and uses simple linear algebraic formulation for observability analysis of a moving target. The possible ownship maneuvering patterns are shown in Fig. 2 and the necessary conditions for ownship maneuver was derived in [30, 56, 68, 85] . Using this condition an optimal ownship maneuver is framed in [31, 33] and they also proved the enhancement in system observability and accuracy through results [54] . Since, BOT is a nonlinear problem, linear analysis is not suitable for practical scenarios. There are various types of batch and recursive algorithms proposed to solve the single target BOT problem [52, 3] . Next subsection briefs the literature survey of batch processing techniques used in BOT following which the review of recursive algorithms for the same.
Batch processing techniques
This type of algorithm processes the batch of measurements for a particular time period to estimate the target state [28] . Nardone et al. [69] have used three technique namely maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), modified-instrumental variable (MIV) and pseudo-linear estimate (PLE) for 2D BOT. The performances of three algorithms are tested for large range-to-baseline scenario. For this scenario, CramerRao bound is derived analytically. The simulation results indicate, for lower effective noise all three algorithms shows similar results and for higher effective noise, PLE shows degraded performance compared to MLE and MIV. In [70] , Nardone has proposed the closed form pseudo linear solution to overcome the observability issue caused due to single sensor tracking. It was developed based on the observable parameters which includes bearing, bearing rate and range rate divided by range. Using the observable parameters, normalized polar coordinate state was derived and the results are generated using bearing only measurements. Although this method produces good results for high observability conditions, in case of poor observability the estimates are biased. Later, Kumar et al. [28] also used the modified instrumental variable (MIV) estimate by taking care of missing bearing measurements either randomly or continuously. Performance of the method was evaluated through error bounds. Analogous to [69] , Zhang et al. [97] have derived and evaluated the instrumental variable (IV) algorithm based on the covariance matrix. Similar to [69, 70, 97] , Dogancay [18] has proposed weighted instrumental variable (WIV) and compared the performance with MLE, MIV, PLE. He stated that MLE has the disadvantage that, it does not converge to a closed form solution. He also stated that MLE has to be implemented iteratively with the initialization close to the true solution. PLE converges with larger estimation bias. He also added that MIV converges with high computational time. Out of the four techniques used, he proved that the proposed WIV estimator has the closed form solution for the smaller bearing noise variance with less computational time and less bias. This method will also diverge with high bearing noise variance [70, 52] . Analogous to [18, 69, 70] , Wang et al. [90] have described the pseudo linear least square (PLLS) batch processing method. This method requires no target initialization. The equations for the target state estimation using batch of measurements are derived using standard linear least square method. They proved that, PLLS effectively minimizes the squared norm of the error vector. Huang et al. [37] , proposed a bank of batch maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates to reduce the linearization errors caused due to nonlinear filters and for handling the multihypothesis tracking. The MAP uses the available measurements in each step to compute the state estimate [9, 11] . Each MAP estimator in the bank is initialized by each mode. All the modes are computed analytically by converting the nonlinear cost function into the polynomial form. Thus high probable hypothesis are tracked and thereby increasing the accuracy of the estimation process. Even though MAP batch processing increases the estimate accuracy, these techniques are not preferred due to the larger memory requirement with more computational time for simple scenarios.
Recursive nonlinear techniques:
These techniques outperform the batch processing algorithms and produces closed form and unbiased estimates [39] . The common recursive filter used is Kalman filter (KF) for the linear problems. Since BOT is the nonlinear problem, it cannot be used here. The most widely used recursive nonlinear filter is EKF in Cartesian coordinates. The literatures indicate that EKF in Cartesian coordinates may exhibit large error in the target state estimate due to lack of initial range information [69, 45] . There are various modifications proposed in EKF to overcome this. Other than this new type of Kalman filter namely UKF, CKF are also proposed in the place of EKF. Apart from Kalman filter extensions, SRF and PF are also proposed to estimate the target state in BOT. Following subsection gives the brief review on the proposed extended methods for target state estimation in BOT using the above mentioned nonlinear filters.
A. EKF and its extension
It is a sub-optimal filter and linearizes the nonlinear measurement model using Taylor series approximation. Aidala et al. [2] have used EKF in modified polar coordinates (EKF-MPC) and the results are compared with EKF-Cart and pseudolinear filter.
The authors have assumed the scenario of constant velocity with an arbitrary motion. They showed that, EKF-Cart fails to estimate the target state for long and short range scenario. Similarly, pseudolinear filter produces biased estimates for long range scenario, whereas the EKF-MPC filter shows better performance in all scenarios but they didn't give the analysis for nearly zero or very high bearing rate scenarios. The other robust method used to overcome the drawbacks of above mentioned EKF is Range parameterized-EKF (RPEKF) which was proposed by Peach [74] . This was implemented by dividing the large range uncertainty region into subintervals and the set of weighted EKF is used each with different initial range estimate to obtain the best range estimate [80, 42, 96] . The author has compared the performance of RPEKF with EKF-MPC, EKF-Cart and proved that, RPEKF performs better for nearly zero or very high bearing rate scenarios. Branko et. al. [3] , have compared the performance of the particle filter (PF) with EKF-MPC and RPEKF. The authors stated that, PF shows better performance compared to EKF-MPC. Although the RPEKF performance is nearly equivalent to PF it exhibits larger error initially due to lack of initial target range. The other method which is similar to EKF-MPC is the log polar coordinate (EKF-LPC) and was used by B.L. Scala et. al [83] for BOT. The authors have compared three different tracking algorithms namely EKF-LPC, RPEKF-LPC and Gaussian sum measurement approximation filter. The performance was analyzed using root mean square (RMS) position error, root-time averaged mean square (RTAMS) and number of divergent tracks. The simulation results indicate that, all three filters has similar performance. Another form of EKF is the progressive correction (PC) technique (PC-EKF) and was implemented by Wang et al [90] . They compared the performance of PC-EKF with EKF, RPEKF in MPC (RPEKF-MPC) and PLLS. They showed that, PLLS has better performance than PC-EKF for smaller initial ranges of the target. However at 100km EKF, PC-EKF and PLLS gives biased estimates of the target. Overall the authors stated that, RPEKF-MPC shows better results compared to other filters irrespective of ranges.
Later, Franken in [20] have explained about the filter initialization of EKF using log spherical coordinates (LSC) and regression based batch estimator. LSC considers both azimuth and elevation measurements and is the 3D version of LPC used in [83] . Filter initialization using LSC is the one-point initialization technique which consider one measurement pair. Whereas, batch estimator is the multiplepoint initialization technique which consider multiple measurement pairs. The other three estimators considered in this paper are, EKF-Cart initialized with 1. Converted prior 2. Quadratic regression estimator and 3. General non-linear least squares. To validate these techniques, authors have considered two scenarios for target tracking, one is on the passing course and the other is course close to collision. Among all algorithms, EKF-LSC and batch estimator performs better for two scenarios considered. The algorithm which is similar to LSC is modified spherical coordinate (MSC) which is the 3D version of MPC. Mallick et al. [60] have used MSC and LSC for angle only tracking (AOT) in 3D.
Authors have presented the new derivation for continuous to discrete EKF-MSC and EKF-LSC filtering algorithms. The derivation for MSC and LSC are presented using first order nonlinear stochastic differential equations and has shown its equivalence with the nearly constant velocity model (NCVM) in Cartesian coordinates. In addition, the authors have presented the new derivation for the predicted covariance which follows the Brownian motion process and it is integrated numerically and jointly to the predicted state estimate to provide better numerical accuracy. Simulations were performed for three different bearing and elevation measurement error standard deviations (0.001, 0.005 and 0.015 radian) and performance of EKF-MSC and EKF-LSC were compared with EKF-Cart. From the results the authors stated that, for high measurement accuracy (0.001 radian) EKF-Cart performs better whereas for medium and low accuracy (0.005 and 0.015 radian) EKF-MSC and EKF-LSC performs better.
The other alternative filtering technique to EKF is the MGEKF. It was initially proposed and derived by [84] and later the derivation of modified gain function was made simple by [22] . Huang et al. [38] has presented the iterated MGEKF, which combines the MGEKF and iteration method. In IMGEKF the new updated state and its corresponding covariance are obtained by re-linearizing the measurement function. The other nonlinear filters used are EKF, IEKF, MGEKF. The performances of all the filters are compared with CRLB. The authors stated that IMGEKF has better performance than other filters. However, since this method depends on the updated state for iteration, the disadvantage occurs when the system is unobservable during the initial period of tracking
B. UKF and its extension:
The other techniques used for constant velocity target state estimation are Sigma point Kalman filter (SPKF) otherwise known as UKF for BOT. It uses the sigma point to linearize the nonlinear dynamic or measurement model, this filter overcomes the divergence problem in EKF [40, 59] . Sadhu et al. [82] have made comparison between SPKF, EKF and IEKF. The authors deal with implementation of nonlinear filters for severe nonlinear system with uncertainty in initial conditions. The track lose criterion was taken into account for performance comparison. Simulation results indicate, superiority of SPKF compared to EKF and IEKF. The frequency of track loss in SPKF is 0.014% whereas for EKF it is 0.28%. The track loss for SPKF can be reduced by changing the ∝. The term ∝ refers to the spread of sigma points. The minimum failure occurs at ∝ = 0.6. Therefore the authors recommend using SPKF for BOT with acceptable increase in computational time. Analogous to [5, 15] , Straka et al. [87] has introduced UKF with adaptive scaling parameter. The adaptation was done by means of Maximum likelihood (UKF ML ) or Maximum posterior probability (UKF MPP ) and has compared with EKF, UKF and SRF for the constant velocity target. The authors have considered three scenarios with different ownship motion patterns. In scenario 1 the ownship follows the straight line motion. The ownship is assumed to take a maneuver in scenario 2. In scenario 3 the ownship follows unit circle centered at origin. From simulation results the authors stated that only in scenario 1, SRF performance was slightly better than UKF's whereas in other scenarios UKF with adaptive scaling parameter performance was good compared to others. More specifically UKF MPP achieves better performance.
C. Cubature Kalman filter (CKF):
The method of approximating the posterior distribution at each time step with a Gaussian distribution is known as CKF. Cubature is the approximation in a multi-dimensional problem [94] . Analogous to [67] , Wu et al. [92] has used CKF along with range parameterized (RP) method. In this paper the sample set of points in the CKF with an orthogonal transformation was designed and used when there is a high degree of nonlinearity in the measurement function. The authors refer to these points as orthogonal simplex cubature points (OSCPs). This paper also used the range parameterized (RP) method with different initial estimates, which deals with fuzzy initial estimation problem. The RP tracker has demerits in terms of computational complexity, due to the usage of series of sub-filters. Authors tried to reduce the computational cost by setting the threshold and removal of unstable sub-filters. But still the authors stated that the proposed RPOSCKF has high computational complexity but performs better than other conventional nonlinear filters used.
D. Shifted Rayleigh filter (SRF) and its extension:
It is a moment matching algorithm used for BOT to calculate the exact conditional mean and covariance for the given measurement [5] . Sanjeev et.al [5] have used SRF for Maximum bearing rate (MBR) scenarios. The authors have investigated the performance of SRF with EKF, UKF and PF for the above mentioned scenario. SRF uses the directional cosines of bearing measurement and augmented to obtain the exact conditional mean and covariance. From the simulation results, it is stated that EKF and UKF shows divergent tracks for low MBR whereas SRF and PF does not shows divergent tracks even with increased MBR. Hence SRF achieves performance similar to PF. Ozelci et al. [15] have used SRF for target tracking from noisy measurements in the presence of clutter, and was named as SRF for 3D bearing measurement with clutter (SRF3C). The authors have compared performance of proposed SRF3C with EKF, RPEKF, UKF and Particle filter with local EKF linearization (EKPF), considering high bearing rate scenario. The simulation results indicate EKF, UKF and RPEKF perform poor whereas EKPF has the comparable performance to that of SRF3C but has higher computational time nearly 4 orders of magnitude compared to SRF3C. Hence it is stated that, the proposed SRF3C performs better in case of poor target initialization, high probability of clutter and high bearing rate scenarios.
E. Particle filter and its extension:
It is the recursive Monte Carlo method which represents the posterior density of target [62, 66] . Gordon et al. [25] [79] have discussed the improved and modified form of PF called Bernoulli PF and is used for ownship motion control under the consideration of false alarm and missed detection. Problem is to identify the appearance and disappearance of target during ownship motion. To solve this problem, Bernoulli filter was used.
Since Bernoulli filter does not form a closed-form solution it is implemented based on the particle filter with diffuse prior. Further observer motion was controlled using the output of Bernoulli PF. The simulation was done with two different average number of false detections λ = 0.5 and λ = 5. The results indicate that for λ = 0.5, the RMS error is very close to theoretical bound and for λ = 5 the estimation error increases. Overall the performance of Bernoulli PF shows better performance in track maintenance. Analogous to [79] , Morelande [66] has developed marginalized particle filter (MPF) for 2D BOT. This paper considers the improvement of PF known as marginalization technique. This can be done by replacing the Monte Carlo approximation with analytical computation. In this paper Euler approximation is used for dynamical equation and thus only three elements of the state vector needs to be sampled. The proposed MPF in MPC (MPF-MPC) was compared with MPF in Cartesian (MPF-C) and Bootstrap filter in Cartesian (BF-C) and MPC (BF-MPC). From the simulation results, MPF-MPC shows best performance compared to others with one 10 th of sample size but with greater computational time.
F. Kernel based filter (KBF):
This method is mainly used for signal propagation time delay. Yunfei et al [27] have used online parameter estimation (OPE) method embedded into a nonlinear filter for tracking moving target. Along with OPE the authors have used improved range parameterized EKF (IRP-EKF) in which adaptive weight adjustment is introduced. Further instead of EKF, they used Kernel-based filter (KBF) and regularized particle filter (RPF) to improve the filter performance. The proposed OPE-IRP-KBF based estimation is compared with OPE-RPEKF and OPE-regularized particle filter (OPE-RPF). The authors stated that proposed method runs four parallel KBF during the initial stage and remove the low-weight sub-intervals and produces better fusion result. During the normal tracking stage it produces high estimation accuracy, compared to other methods but the computational time is higher. Thus the authors stated that, the proposed technique is better with an acceptable high computational time.
Smoothing techniques:
The process of Smoothing is different from filtering. Smoothing not only process measurements up to the particular time but also considered the delayed measurements. Hence smoothing process is better optimization than filtering [1] . The process of smoothing is applied to BOT and is discussed by few authors. In analogy to [38] , Qian et al. [73] has proposed a smoothing MGEKF (sMGEKF) based on Rauch-Tung-Stribel (RTS) smoothing. The authors stated that, RTS algorithm is a fixed interval smoothing and it has two steps forward filtering and backward propagation process. The forward filtering employs the usual filtering algorithm and backward processing propagates the statistics of the filter backward in time and obtains the smoothed states. The nonlinear filters used in this paper are, EKF, IEKF, smoothing EKF (sEKF), MGEKF and sMGEKF. From simulation results, the authors concluded that sMGEKF performs better during the initial period when the target is not observable and also reduces the estimation error. Similar to [73] , Meiqin et al. [67] have combined the RTS smoother and Cubature Kalman filter and presented the Cubature Rauch-Tung-Striebel (CRTS) smoother. Based on this the authors has proposed the new technique cubature Rauch-Tung-Striebel (CRTS)-U. This was performed to check the optimal ownship maneuver using the determinant of covariance matrix and the trace of it. CKF, CRTS and CRTS-U algorithms were compared and proved. CRTS-U has superior performance with less RMS error.
Satellite applications:
BOT was also used in satellite applications and is explained by Li et al. [49] . The authors have explained about the new passive EKF-Cart tracking method using bearing only measurements for satellite to satellite tracking applications. The bearing measurements from J2000 ECI frame is used for state transfer matrix and Jacobian matrix calculation. Even with the larger initial errors, with EKF-Cart the results are converging. This can be used to passively track low earth circular orbit satellite by a high earth orbit satellite. Li et al. extended the same work in [50] by considering the observability problem between the satellite to satellite passive tracking. They explained and proved mathematically the necessary and sufficient condition for satellite tracking. Qiang et al. [72] have used MSC-EKF for satellite application and verified through simulation that, it produces unbiased estimation with fast convergence compared to EKF-Cart. The Table 1 gives the brief overview of the techniques and its performance analysis used by different authors for category 1. This section deals with techniques used to estimate the state of the maneuvering target in BOT. Fig. 3 gives the block diagram of different techniques involved for maneuvering target and Fig. 4 shows the different maneuvering patterns of target and ownship. The number of literature related to maneuvering target was less. The maneuvering target corrupts range estimation and produces incorrect state estimates [7, 55] . There are various techniques involved in estimating the state of maneuvering targets in air space application and underwater application depending upon the nature of maneuvers and are explained briefly in the following sections.
Air space applications

Batch processing techniques:
Batch processing can also be used for this category. Allen et al. [7] have presented a tracking filter for BOT. In this paper two types of maneuver detection methods are presented namely a. conventional method and b. batch processing method. The conventional method works by comparing the variance of normalized squared residuals of angle and angle rate in azimuth and elevation with chi-squared threshold [8] . The authors stated that this method is useful for detecting low-level maneuvers, but it was not effective than that of batch estimation. In batch processing technique, sum of squares (SOS) of measurement residuals is calculated and was approximated to follow a chi-square distribution ! ! (M is the number of degrees of freedom). The sliding windows of N observations are processed to determine whether, target maneuver occurred within the window. The maneuver was detected by comparing SOS with the threshold from ! ! distribution. If SOS results in a poor fit, then system declares that detection of target maneuver is done. Later, Liu et al. [52] have presented the novel hybrid estimator for 2D maneuvering target in BOT. The hybrid estimator combines two algorithms, instrumental variable pseudolinear estimator (IV-PL) and pseudolinear Kalman filter (PLKF) for detection of target maneuver. Initially, PLKF is used for initialization of hybrid estimator and it is checked for convergence of target maneuver. If the target dynamics is not converging IV-PL estimator is used for estimation of the target maneuver. From the simulation results the combination of two estimators shows the superiority of the hybrid algorithm. Later, Kiruba et al [45] has stated that, batch processing type techniques cannot handle target maneuvers and hence a combination of batch and recursive estimator is proposed for maneuvering target in clutter environment. In this paper, the interacting multiple model probabilistic data association filter with amplitude information (IMMPDAFAI) is proposed for maneuvering targets detection in clutter. Initially ML-PDA batch method is implemented for accurate initialization of IMMMPDAFAI to provide reliable track maintenance. The authors have proved that, the proposed algorithm is effective even with 8dB SNR.
Recursive nonlinear techniques:
There are number of techniques involved for solving nonlinear measurement equation, but most of the methods produces filter divergence and biased estimates for highly maneuvering scenarios. Brehard et al. [12] have used the Best fitting Gaussian (BFG) distribution for the computation of posterior Cramer-Rao bound (PCRB) for the maneuvering target in BOT. The maneuvering target was modeled by Jump Markov linear model. Since measurement model is nonlinear for BOT, the closed form solution cannot be obtained [34, 89, 100] . Hence, to obtain the closed form solution BFG model associated with BOT was calculated using Log polar coordinate (LPC) system and was tested for maneuvering target to obtain the closed form expression for PCRB. Xu. et al. [93] has proposed an easy-to-implement maneuver detection method for detecting the maneuvering target in BOT. The authors have also used the fuzzy-neuralnetwork (FNN) for maneuver detection. Two scenarios are considered one is, obtaining the exact CRLB curves based on known a priori maneuvering time and second is investigation of CRLB for the proposed method and FNN method. The performance was compared with CRLB obtained through a proposed maneuver detection method and FNN method with respect to true CRLB. The authors stated that, from simulation results the proposed maneuver detection method performs better than FNN maneuver detection.
A. Particle filter and its extension:
This sub-section deals with particle filter and its extended versions used for tracking the maneuvering target in BOT. Even though particle filter has high computational time as stated in sub-section 2.1.2.E. particle filters are mostly used for highly maneuvering targets especially in BOT. Brehard et al. [14] have proposed hierarchical particle filter (HPF) for highly maneuvering target scenarios in BOT. In this paper the performance of PF was analyzed using Log polar coordinate (LPC). The authors stated that, traditional PF diverges at some point due to unobservability of radial distance between the target and ownship also the speed bounds of the target. To overcome the problem of filter divergence in PF, HPF is introduced and track initialization was done using a simple Monte-Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) method. The comparison was done between the bootstrap PF and HPF with two initial priors. The simulation results for prior 1 indicate that, during the initial stage performance of both filters are same. After some time, bootstrap filter diverges but HPF shows better performance. Similarly for prior 2 during initial stage both filters suffer from bias due to initial prior. The filter divergence occurs for bootstrap filter whereas HPF performs better. It has been confirmed that for more difficult scenario, the proposed method outperforms classical bootstrap filter. Similar to method proposed earlier by Brehard et al. [14] , Horst et al. [36] have used marginalized particle filter (MPF) for target state estimation in BOT. The authors initially consider bearing-only measurement (BOTMA) and later they proposed to consider bearing rate measurements (BRTMA) along with bearing measurement. The proposed bearing measurements are used in MPF not only for target state estimation but also detecting the change in the maneuver of the target. In this paper, target maneuver was detected using chi-square hypothesis test with window length of 10 and threshold of 18.3 with confidence level of 95%. The simulation results indicate the increase in estimation accuracy as well as identifying the maneuver change detection. Nemeth et al. [71] have proposed learning particle filter (LPF) to detect the target maneuver in unknown period of time. This paper considers joint state estimation of maneuvering targets with unknown model parameters. The proposed LPF is used for state estimation and unknown model parameters through online. The other successful online static parameter estimation used in this paper is The Liu and west filter [91] and LPF [17] . In this paper it is shown that these two methods can be further extended to estimate piecewise time varying parameters by considering change point analysis. The comparison was made between Liu and West change point (LWCP) filter and IMM filter for two scenarios. Scenario 1 considers unknown turn rate parameter ω and scenario 2 considers unknown system noise variance ! along with unknown ω as stated in scenario 1. IMM filter is implemented with the mixture of UKF filters and the results are compared with LWCP filter which is implemented with 10,000 particles. Since LWCP filter is able to learn parameters online, simulation results shows better performance during target maneuver than IMM filter. The comparative results indicate better estimation for LWCP filter than IMM.
B. Shifted Rayleigh filter and its extension:
According to the literature when target is in a maneuvering condition, target state estimation can be achieved better when improved SRF is used instead of SRF. Clark et al. [16] have proposed shifted Rayleigh mixture filter (SRMF) for BOT of maneuvering targets. The authors have considered the problem of maneuvering target by taking clutter in to account for each maneuver mode. For this problem, the conditional density of the target state for available measurements is assumed to follow the Gaussian mixture of probability densities. The authors stated that the number of component in the mixture grows in time hence, SRMF based on jump Markov linear systems was used to obtain the exact solution which depends only on the first and second moment of conditional density of the state. The performance comparison was done between SRMF with PF and unscented mixture filter (UMF). The proposed method achieves accuracy as that of PF with less computational complexity compared to UMF and SRF. The authors stated that, proposed method was also effective for multiple sensors.
C. Interactive Multiple model (IMM)and its extension:
This method uses the multiple models to handle the target maneuvers in BOT. Kronhamn [43] has proposed an Adaptive-IMM Multiple-Range-Models (AIMM-MRM) for estimating the range of maneuvering target. The proposed algorithm is an extension of IMM technique with adaptive transition probabilities determined based on maneuver detection of the target. The authors have considered four different estimators, non-maneuvering MRM (nom-MRM), maneuvering-MRM (man-MRM), IMM-MRM and AIMM-MRM for both maneuvering and non-maneuvering case. From the simulation results it is stated that, AIMM-MRM method performs better and is suitable for range estimation with non-maneuvering and maneuvering models. Further Kronhamn [44] has proposed another new MRM using probability mass diffusion filter (PMD). This PMD is used to find the probability of interaction between maneuvering and non-maneuvering models was according to PMD principle. The models considered for simulation are MRM-PMD, MRM-IMM and MRM of non-maneuver model (nom-MRM). From the results, author stated that for maneuvering targets IMM performs better than PMD. For non-maneuvering targets, the performance of PMD is better than IMM and identical to nom-MRM. Overall, the performance of IMM is good for maneuvering target.
Underwater applications:
In underwater target tracking scenarios, the noise in the measurements are very high. The speed and turning rate of the ownship are low as compared with the air target tracking scenarios. To overcome these difficulties, the widely used nonlinear filter for underwater target tracking is MGEKF [46] . Koteswara Rao [47] has used MGEKF proposed in [22] for maneuvering target tracking in underwater scenarios. This algorithm detects target maneuver by assuming the observation follows zero mean chi-square distribution in sliding window format [46] by considering the known initial parameters like target range, speed and azimuth angle. The size of the window is assumed to be five for highly noisy underwater scenarios. The threshold value of 30 was chosen to avoid false target maneuver detection. If normalized squared innovations exceed the threshold target maneuver is detected. When the target was not maneuvering the process noise is assumed to be 0.01 and during target maneuver the process noise was assumed to be 10 and it was chosen based on the results from the number of geometries from Monte Carlo simulation. This method was similar to conventional maneuver detection by [7] . The disadvantage of the algorithm is that, it produces poor estimates for the scenarios of target moving away from the ownship. Similar to method explained in [47] , Koteswara rao [48] have presented improved method of tracking maneuvering target for highly maneuvering scenarios using UKF. The authors stated that, for highly maneuvering scenarios traditional EKF and MGEKF fail because of filter divergence. UKF detects target maneuver based on zero mean chi-square distribution in sliding window format. The target maneuver is detected when the normalized squared innovations exceed the threshold. The concept of maneuver detection using threshold was already explained in [46, 47] . When the target is not maneuvering, the normalized squared innovation is less than the threshold. The results were analyzed using Monte Carlo simulation and performance of UKF is better for highly maneuvering scenarios. The Table 2 gives the brief overview of the techniques used and its performance analysis used by different authors for category 2. Simulation results indicate, DP algorithm performs better.
S.Koteswara Rao [46] , 1999
MGEKF for underwater applications The simpler version of modified function is used and the performance was found to be better.
T. Kirubarajan et al [45] , 2001
1. Batch Maximum likelihood-probabilistic data association (ML-PDA) for filter initialization.
2. IMM PDA with amplitude information (IMMPDAFAI) for track maintenance.
The method of recursive IMMPDAFAI using coordinate turn models performs better in maintaining tracks and to enhance the observability. T.R.Kronhamn [43] This category review on single and multiple targets tracking with single and multiple sensors. Fig. 5 gives the overview of the techniques involved in multi-sensor multitarget tracking. Observability is not a major problem for this scenario since multiple sensors are involved [88] . Major challenges are measurement origin uncertainty, lack of knowledge about the number of targets in the surveillance region, track maintenance, clutter detection, false alarm, missed detection and appearance of ghost targets. These constrained have to be taken into account when we track a particular target by estimating its state at every instance of time. These problems can be solved by considering the various data association techniques to identify the similar information pertaining to a particular target and fused using fusion techniques to obtain the optimized target sate. [105] , [76] and [13] .
In case of single target with multiple sensors, measurements to track association (M2TA) techniques are used to associate the new measurement to the existing track. For the scenarios involving multiple sensors with single target, track to track association (T2TA) techniques are used to obtain the information pertaining to the particular target. Whereas, for multi-target multi-sensor scenario both the M2TA and T2TA are used. Finally, fusion techniques are used to get the optimized information about the particular target.
Batch processing techniques
Taghavi et al. [88] has discussed about multisensormultitarget for BOT in the presence of position bias. Unlike single sensor BOT, multisensor BOT does not have an observability issue due to the presence of multiple sensors in the surveillance region. The authors have proposed a method to model the bearing only offset bias and the maximum likelihood estimators are used to estimate the biases. In this paper, the scenario is considered with four sensors and sixteen targets. Genetic algorithm (GA), which is a batch of ML estimator was used by authors for optimization problem. The demonstration of the proposed method was performed in the presence of false alarm and missed detection. The sensors send all the measurements to the fusion node and GA is used to obtain the accuracy of bias estimation. The simulation results indicate that, proposed technique is effective, even for a higher noise levels.
Recursive nonlinear techniques
This subsection explains about the different recursive techniques used for single and multisensor-multitarget tracking. V.P.Panakkal et al. [76] has discussed about the technique of derived heading for 2D BOT. The authors stated that, accuracy of state estimate can be increased by deriving the target heading from set of bearing measurements. Two scenarios are considered in this paper to assess the derived heading. Scenario 1 considers single maneuvering target with single sensor and scenario 2 has two targets crossing with respect to bearing measurements with single sensor. In both the scenarios the nonlinear filters EKF and PF are used to estimate the state of the target. For scenario 2 data association technique was used to obtain the information pertaining to the individual targets. The data association in EKF was performed using nearest neighbor data association technique and in PF joint state vector data association technique was used. The simulations were done for both scenarios with PF and EKF with and without heading and it is compared with CRLB. The results indicate PF shows better performance than EKF in all the cases considered and use of derived heading increases the position and velocity estimates. T. Hanselmann et. al [32] has described an algorithm for tracking of multiple targets using multiple sensors when bearing measurements are asynchronous. Authors have assumed that, the positions of sensor platform are known and it is considered to be passive and observes targets and clutters. Range parameterized unscented Kalman filter (RP-UKF) is used for target detection on the basis of hypothesis, which is known as multiple hypothesis trackers (MHT). In this method, target state is conditioned on each hypothesis to approximate the posterior probability. The track state was divided into two types as best hypothesis and clustered hypothesis and comparison was made between them. The simulation results indicate that state estimate from best hypothesis is good. However during high noise condition the state estimate from clustered hypothesis performs better. Ristic et al. [78] , has derived and analyzed theoretical lower bound of the performance of error and proposed three tracking algorithms namely IMM-EKF, IMM-UKF and Multi-mode particle filter (MMPF). The authors have modeled target dynamics using multiple switching dynamic models. These three tracking algorithms were compared with theoretical lower bound. The authors stated that, among three tracking algorithms used, MMPF performs better followed by IMM-UKF and finally IMM-EKF. The computational complexity for MMPF is higher than the other two. Based on all these analysis, the authors recommended IMM-UKF for fairly accurate estimates with average computational complexity. F. Hoffman et al. [35] have proposed a trajectory optimization method for two sensor BOT scenario. The authors have assumed that measurements do not contain the identifying feature of the targets. Hence there is a chance of false association with the ghost targets and formation of false trajectories. To reduce this problem authors have multihypothesis tracker (MHT) to find correct hypothesis. The centralized fusion technique is performed and the simulation results reveals that, proposed technique highly resolve the problem of ghost targets and reduces the estimation error. T. Sathyan et.al [81] has discussed the problem of measurement origin uncertainty in case of multiple targets. The authors have used the Multiframe assignment (MFA) algorithm for data association problem. It works by initializing the track for all the measurements in each scan. Then data association was performed between the measurements from current scan and the tracks from previous scan through sliding window format. The UKF in MPC and LPC were used for target detection. From the simulation results the authors have concluded that LPC based filtering performs better. Z. Yan et al [95] has derived and discussed about the 3D triangular ranging formula for two airborne ownships using bearing only measurements from single target. Since BOT is a nonlinear problem, Kalman filter cannot be used directly. The authors stated that using the nonlinear filters like EKF and pseudolinear filter for the nonlinear problem leads to biased estimates. Hence in this paper, the measurements are made linear using 3D triangular passive ranging formula and Kalman filter was implemented. Further, using single model tracking was not enough to handle the target maneuver hence IMM algorithm was used to improve the tracking accuracy. The simulations were performed for both nonmaneuvering and maneuvering target. The result indicates the proposed technique shows better performance with much lower computational complexity. Similarly, Musicki [63] has explained about single maneuvering target trajectory estimation using multiple sensors in bearing only when there exist uncertainty in target positions. Usual method of locating target with multiple sensors involves the method of triangulation. The authors have considered the targets with electronically steered array (ESA) radar which reflects with random direction at random times. In case of passive tracking the tracks are updated at random intervals of time. The target state and measurements are represented as a Gaussian mixture. It is considered that, each track state is a set of track components assuming one measurement component for updating. Hence the process can be done using linear estimators like Kalman filter. When the target takes a maneuver, IMM method is used. The simulation results indicate that, this method is computationally efficient and has the disadvantage of exponentially growing number of tracks. Later Musicki [64] , has further extended [63] to multiple target scenario. The author has proposed multitarget multi-scan algorithm to identify the unknown existence, number and position of targets in the surveillance region. It is considered that, origin of measurements can be from the tracked target, clutter or from the new target. This paper considers tracking of two targets using three sensors in two dimensional surveillance case. Assuming no prior information for targets position and existence. The probability of detection for each target and sensor was assumed to be 0.5. The new track is initialized for every measurement. The initial probability for target existence was assumed to be 0.1. The track is confirmed when probability of track existence reaches the threshold of 0.999 and track is terminated if the probability reaches 0.01. The simulations were done for both single and multiple targets tracking of the algorithm. The author stated that irrespective of the number of targets tracked computational resource and hence using multi-target of the algorithm is advantageous. S.J. Wong et.al [13] has discussed about the multi-sensor multitarget tracking in BOT. The authors have presented the Gaussian mixture probability density hypothesis (GM-PHD) using EKF and UKF filter. Basically PHD is the first-order statistical moment of the random finite set (RFS), which consists of the finite sets of collections of targets and observations. Simulations were carried out by considering three sensors. The bearing measurement was processed for all the three sensors. The performance of the GM-PHD using EKF and UKF were evaluated using optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA) metric. This metric is used to calculate the multi-target miss distance, which indicates the estimation error from the ground truth. From the simulation results, the authors indicate that the proposed technique works better for BOT problems by eliminating the ghost targets. The Table 3 gives the brief overview of the techniques used and its performance analysis used by different authors for category 3. The proposed bias model is effective in handling false alarm and missed detection and has better performance in case of high bias values and it is solved using batch ML estimator. F. Hoffmann et al [35] , 2016
Trajectory optimization method for multitarget-multisensor. Trajectory optimization method using MHT was much faster and effective in minimizing the ambiguity as well as track estimation error. S.J. Wong et.al [13] , 2011
Square Root Gaussian Mixture PHD filter for Multi-target BOT GM-PHD using UKF performs better by eliminating ghost targets
Conclusion
This paper gives the brief review of algorithms used for BOT for three different tracking categories. BOT is the wide area of research used in many radar, sonar, underwater and space surveillance applications. Initially, algorithms used for single sensor single target tracking with constant velocity scenario used in literature are discussed briefly. The algorithms for this scenario were divided into batch and recursive type. The problem of solving the issues related to observability of target state using different algorithms was illustrated. This is followed by brief survey of algorithms used for single sensor and target with constant acceleration. The proposed algorithms for target maneuver detection and tracking, given in the literature were analyzed briefly. Finally, techniques for multiple sensors with single and multiple targets tracking scenario are presented. In case of multi target tracking scenarios, several new algorithms based on hypothesis used are reviewed briefly. The literatures for this scenario are relatively low compared to other two scenarios. In this paper all the algorithms relating to BOT, used in literature are reviewed and improvements to algorithms proposed are reviewed clearly. In future, the MGEKF used for underwater applications has to be implemented for other applications also and the publications related to multi target tracking in BOT has to be increased by implementing new algorithms to get better results with reduced computational time.
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